
ACE COATINGS 
AGRICULTURAL, CONSTRUCTION AND 
EARTHMOVING EQUIPMENT



"DESIGNING EXCELLENCE" –  
R&D AT THE HIGHEST LEVEL

At KANSAI HELIOS research and development is based on 
the highest standards, extensive know-how and a passion for 
inventive product solutions. We drive progress and innovation 
in our high-end laboratories. Looking far ahead, our 
experienced R&D teams formulate, develop and test high-
performance coatings and paints, chemicals for bleaching 
and cleaning as well as materials for sticking and sealing that 
meet the high criteria of future product quality – especially 
with regard to the environment.
  
CREATING MORE VALUE FROM LESS 
RESOURCES

The KANSAI HELIOS Group is committed to the principles 
of sustainable development and relies on clean, energy-
saving production technologies and the responsible use 
of resources. Accordingly, environmental protection and a 
strong ESG management are a key focus for us, not only in 
product development, but along the entire value chain and in 
all areas of the Group.

INTERNATIONAL KNOW-HOW AND  
LOCAL SUPPORT

KANSAI HELIOS is one of the top European producers of 
industrial coatings, chemicals for bleaching and cleaning, 
materials for sticking and sealing, high-quality resins, 
decorating paints and refinishing coatings. 

As part of KANSAI PAINT, one of the world´s leaders in the 
paints and coatings industry, KANSAI HELIOS represents the 
European competence center of the group. State-of-the-art 
coating technologies, an international team of experts and an 
explicit customer focus make KANSAI HELIOS your reliable 
partner for all industries. 

We focus on high-quality products, long-term cooperation and 
a strong technical support. With our own modern and fully 
equipped production sites and our well-located field offices 
throughout Europe, KANSAI HELIOS serves customers in 
more than 60 countries worldwide. We share our long-term 
experience with our business partners through KANSAI 
HELIOS Master Classes – a high-level learning and networking 
platform with webinars, IKI symposia and technical trainings.  

YOUR SYSTEM 
SUPPLIER FOR 
INDUSTRIAL COATINGS
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www.helios-industrialcoatings.com

KANSAI HELIOS is your reliable partner and specialist for 
industrial coatings and one of the few complete system 
suppliers in Europe, offering perfectly aligned coating systems:  
liquid coatings, powder coatings, gelcoats, e-coat as 
well as industrial adhesives and sealants. 

The example of an agricultural vehicle illustrates this: During 
the horizontal coating of the various car parts, different 

paint systems are used side by side on different surfaces 
and components. The perfect match of the different 
coating systems in terms of color shade, surface finish, 
gloss level and aging properties is particularly important for 
the manufacturer. We know these requirements and support 
our customers with the experience and know-how of our 
technicians.

ALL COATINGS 
FROM ONE 
SOURCE
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HELIOS TBLUS  
Domžale, Količevo 

Slovenia

BELINKA Belles
Slovenia

HELIOS KEMOSTIK
Slovenia

BELINKA Perkemija
Slovinsko

HELIOS TBLUS  
Medvode, Preska

Slovenia

REMBRANDTIN
Austria

CHROMOS
Croatia

HELIOS 
UKRAINE 

HELIOS RUSSIA
Russia

HELIOS SRBIJA
Serbia

Manufacturing Facilities
Own Trading and Logistic Centres

HELIOS SLOVAKIA
Slovakia

HELIOS COATINGS 
DEUTSCHLAND

Germany

ECOPOLIFIX  
Tezze
Italy

ECOPOLIFIX  
Riese
Italy

REMBRANDTIN
Czech Republic
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WE HELP YOU TO 

MEET HIGHER 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

AND QUALITY 

STANDARDS AND 

TO INCREASE YOUR 

PRODUCTIVITY.
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ADVANTAGES OF A SYSTEM SUPPLIER

KANSAI HELIOS provides a complete range of compatible 
systems – there are no differences between the various 
protection systems with regard to shades, metamerism, 
and gloss. 

A good protection system depends not only on the coating  
but also on the complete service and support provided  
to the customer. 

Thus, working with Helios means for you: 
 • having a focal contact point for all coating related topics,
 • being in contact with one responsible partner for technical 
problem solving,

 • getting the ultimate combination of coating technologies,
 • profitting from benchmarking and lessons learned with the 
ACE industry standard,

 • benefiting from reliable local support based on global 
product availability and services,

 • profitting from a wide range of global specifications in the 
ACE market.
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MARKET DEMANDS & CHALLENGES 

Vehicles and equipment in the ACE sector are exposed to 
extreme conditions. Thus, this sector places high demands 
on the coating sector:
 • good mechanical properties
 • high chemical resistance
 • good intercoat adhesion within a mulitlayer painting system 
between E-Coat, primer and top coat

 • excellent aesthetic appearance of the coating
 • high abrasion resistance
 • high corrosion protection with one and two-layer coating
 • very good edge and weld covering
 • high sagging resistance
 • suitable for different curing conditions
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COATING 

SOLUTIONS 

REDUCE YOUR 

CARBON 

FOOTPRINT IN 

PRODUCTION.
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ACE MEETS KANSAI HELIOS

ACE (Agricultural, Construction and Earthmoving equipment) 
coatings are one of the most vibrant segments in the industrial 
coating sector. Helios target market is huge and diverse – 
from the most simple agricultural equipment to giant mining 
trucks. This diversity is also reflected by the demands of 
customers in this market.

KANSAI HELIOS offers comprehensive coating solutions for 
the ACE market based on innovative and market leading 
technologies as well as proven products that fulfill the 
high aesthetic, anticorrosion, weathering, chemical and 
mechanical resistance requirements of the segment. 

Within the range of waterborne and high solid solvent-borne 
coatings we developed high solids monolayer polyurethane 
coatings. They are designed to meet highest demands 
of global ACE equipment manufacturers. The segment’s 
portfolio is further enhanced by Helios Powder coatings and 
E-coat solutions as well as conventional materials.

COATING CONSULTING

We are aware of the challenges our customers have to face in 
the market. Therefore, we continuously develop and expand 
our support services to deliver the best guidance and 
knowledge transfer. Our role as a coating system 

supplier is more than offering the products to the market. We 
focus on fast and reliable technical support on site and in 
our modern training centers and on sharing and expanding 
our knowledge though expertise platforms. 

TECHNICAL  
SUPPORT

EXPERTISE  
TRANSFER

TRAINING  
CENTERS

 P We identify the materials best 
suited to the customer’s unique 
requirements before and after  
the purchase.

 P We provide detailed product 
information as well as application and 
processing expertise to help customers 
achieve performance excellence.

 P We provide technical support on site.

 P We regularly transfer our expertise 
at our IKI symposiums (Innovation-
Knowhow-Information).

 P Our webinars offer an open access 
to deep-dive expertise on product 
and application innovations.

 P Helios training centers are a 
practice platform with state-of-the-
art equipment.

 P Application skills can be expanded 
with the technical support team at 
our training facilities.
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KEY SOLUTIONS

STANDARD PRODUCTS

 TYPE

MEDIUM-SOLID 
SOLVENTBORNE

Primer HELIOFAST 11-30 alkyds HELIOPOX 10-01, EP, PUR HELIOPOX 10-10, EP, PUR

Top coat AGROHEL enamel ES alkyds AGROHEL enamel 2K, PUR Helios 2K PUR enamel 2:1, PUR

HIGH-SOLID 
SOLVENTBORNE

Primer Helios 1K primer HS HELIOPOX 11-20 HELIOPOX 11-11

Top coat Helios 1K top coat HS HELIOPUR 31-21 HELIOPUR 31-19

WATERBORNE

Primer REZISTOL primer AQ HELIOFAST AQ 15-05 HELIOPOX AQ 10-10

Top coat REZISTOL enamel AQ HELIOPUR AQ 31-10 REMPUR 310

ULTRA  
HIGH-SOLID

Primer Heliopur 18-00

Top coat Rem UHS 21 top coat Remprotect SIL-X Ebephen AC HS 85

Others Rem UHS 21 Clearcoat UHS Epoxy Monolayer Heliopur XP 42-00 Monolayer

MONOLAYERS HELIOFAST 41-10 HELIOPUR 41-30 HELIOPUR 41-04

E-COAT ELECRON LB 280

POWDER

Primer CPC 60-3-primer B 68

Top coat CPC 20 CPC 21 CPC 24
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW

SPECIAL PRODUCTS

 DESCRIPTION/PROPERTIES

HIGH HEAT RESISTANT COATINGS
Specially designed to withstand high temperatures,  

used for exhausts and other parts exposed to high temperatures.

PRIMERS FOR PLASTICS OEM approved coating for plastic parts, used as a primer for bumpers, door handles, driving mirror etc.

ZINC FLAKE COATINGS
Inorganic protective coating system based on zinc-aluminum. Specifically designed for anticorrosion 

protection of parts where very high anticorrosion characteristics are required at very low dry  
film thickness (such as bolts and fasteners).

CLEANERS Solvent based and solvent free cleaners for surface treatment and cleaning of painting equipment.

SEALANTS AND ADHESIVES
Fast curing polyurethane elastic adhesives and sealants used for wide variety of substrates where 

permanent elastic sealing is requested.

GEL COATS Protective and decorative layer of unsaturated polyester based composites.

HIGH-SOLID AND ULTRA HIGH-SOLID MATERIALS 
 • Fulfill the strictest EU requirements for VOC emissions
 • Can be used on the same conventional lines as medium  
solid materials 

 • Outstanding performance and environmentally friendly
 • Growing acceptance among ACE manufacturers

MEDIUM-SOLID MATERIALS 
 • Longterm experience and references in the ACE market
 • Full range of colour shades and gloss types
 • Tinting system avaialable

WATERBORNE MATERIALS 
 • Offer lowest average VOC parameters of all liquid  
coatings – even 0 VOC materials available

 • Follows the “green trend”

POWDER COATING SOLUTIONS
 • Excellent choice for high volume production
 • Limitation only due to investment cost of equipment,  
size and weight of components
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Manufacturers are looking for advanced and environmentally 
friendly coating solutions to decrease costs, while maintaining 
or increasing the quality of their products. ELECRON LB280 
E-coat might be the new solution for you!

This waterbased 2K epoxy paint has been developed specifically 
for cathodic electro-deposition application. It is suitable for 

curing at lower temperatures, offering excellent properties while 
being compliant with environmental requirements. Compared to 
other materials on the market, ELECRON LB280

E-coat is the only product with very good resistance to 
yellowing. This E-coating enables robust operation, easy control 
and significant cost reduction in case of complex geometries.

NO YELLOWING AND OTHER  
QUALITY CHARACTERISTICS

CONVINCING BENEFITS  
FOR MANUFACTURERS

ENVIRONMENTALLY  
FRIENDLY ALTERNATIVE

 P Excellent corrosion and  
chemical resistance

 P Smooth appearance

 P High throwing power

 P High color stability  
(very good resistance to yellowing)

 P Outstanding wear resistance

 P Wide process window

 P Stable UF operation and  
simple bath control

 P Compatible with different  
pre-treatment and top coat 
technologies

 P Feasible high cost savings

 P Low VOC and TOC

 P No heavy metals, namely lead  
and chrome

 P Low energy consumption

 P Extremely low oven loss

 P No heavy metals (lead and chrome)

E-COAT

MORE THAN 700 
COMMERCIAL E-COAT 
LINES WORLDWIDE 
ARE OPERATED WITH 
ELECRON E-COAT.
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ULTRA-HIGH-SOLID COATINGS

Solventbased coatings are generally ranked as a major 
source of harmful volatile organic compounds. Even though 
there is no actual requirement on the amount of solids in 
a coating, due to the fact that there is less solvent in the 
formulation, high solid coatings reduce VOC emissions. 
Thus, developing paints with reduced VOC content is the 
constant driver for product innovations in the KANSAI 
HELIOS ACE product portfolio. 

High solid paints are already a standard quality in the KANSAI 
HELIOS Group, very well accepted by our customers. 
Nevertheless, we have developed a new generation of coatings 
– ultra high solid topcoats, with a solid content of more than 
80% at application viscosity. With these products we meet 
even the strictest environmental regulations and the needs of 
our customers.
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ULTRA-HIGH-
SOLID COATINGS

THE COATING SOLUTION 
FOR VOC-COMPLIANT 
AND SOLVENT SAVING 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS

HIGHLIGHTS   

 • Rapid curing at room temperature
 • Solvent content comparable to waterbased top coats
 • High dry film thickness 
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HELIOS ONE

The experience of our customers demonstrates the benefits 
of using Helios One products in the fields of agricultural, 
construction and earthmoving equipment, machine building, 
within the hydraulic cylinder industry as well as for industrial 
vehicles and special industries. With Helios One, our customers 
decreased their process time by more than 35% without 
any quality restraints while lowering the overall costs.

The chart below shows that even though the price per unit of 
the high-quality one-layer coating might be a bit higher, your 
total manufacturing costs (including HELIOS ONE) will be 
significantly lower.
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MULTILAYER   
(traditional)

HELIOS ONE
(one-layer)

Paint costs
Application costs

HELIOS ONE – 
HIGH QUALITY 
1K AND 2K 
MONOLAYER 
COATINGS

INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY 
AND DECREASE COSTS 
WITH HELIOS ONE, 
THE OPTIMAL COATING 
SOLUTION FOR YOUR 
HIGH-QUALITY PRODUCTS.

HIGHLIGHTS   

 • Increase productivity up to 50%
 • Achieve up to 720 h of salt-spray test with one-layer of 
80 µm

 • Anticorrosion protection for categories up to C4 
according to ISO 12944

 • Superb coverage of sharp edges, even with laser cutting
 • High gloss (90%) and super-durable UV resistance 
available for selected products

 • Eco-friendly high-solid or waterborne coatings
 • Higher throughput in industrial lines
 • Lower costs of application, logistics and start-up capital
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REMCOR ZINC 
FLAKE COATING 
SYSTEM

REMCOR IS A COATING 
SYSTEM SPECIFICALLY 
DESIGNED FOR HIGHLY 
EFFICIENT CORROSION 
PROTECTION WITH 
CUSTOMIZABLE 
PROPERTIES AND MINIMAL 
LAYER THICKNESS.

Basecoat (zinc flake)

Blasting, Zinc phosphating  
(< 3 μm) or alkaline cleaning

Metallic basic material 
(substrate)

SYSTEM STRUCTURE

The zinc flake coating system is a method to apply cathodic 
corrosion protection in a currentless way. Additional 
topcoats increase the performance. 

The REMCOR ZINC FLAKE COATING SYSTEM consists 
of a basecoat (REMCOR BASE) and a topcoat (REMCOR 
TOP). This results in a perfectly adjusted system with 
multifunctional properties.

REMCOR BASE: HIGH CATHODIC CORROSION 
PROTECTION
The basecoats REMCOR BASE silver and REMCOR BASE 
black provide an active corrosion protection due to the 
sacrificial effect of the zinc flakes. These systems are highly 
efficient and are also available as air- and force-drying 
systems. Their application prevents hydrogen embrittlement, 
the basecoats themselves may be fine-tuned with integrated 
lubricants to the required coefficient of friction.

REMCOR TOP: CUSTOMIZABLE
REMCOR TOP is an organic topcoat specifically designed to 
be applied on REMCOR BASE. The coating material is also well 
suited as topcoat for duplex applications on galvanized surfaces 
(such as zinc and zinc alloys). REMCOR TOP can be customized 
to complement and enhance the protective effect of the basecoat 
and defines the mechanical properties of the system. Combined 
with REMCOR BASE black, for example, a durable opaque black 
coating for the automotive industry may be created.Topcoat

PROPERTIES AT A GLANCE   

 • High cathodic corrosion protection
 • Defined friction properties
 • Good adhesion and abrasion resistance
 • High chemical resistance
 • Electrical conductivity
 • Extremely thin layer (8-12 μm)
 • Resource saving
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TINTING SYSTEMS

Helios Tinting combines the whole group knowledge in 
the field of pigment pastes and tinting technology for all 
segments in the KANSAI HELIOS Group.

It provides different types of waterbased and solvent-
based paste systems for decorative coatings and industrial 
coatings. Each pigment paste system is equipped with a list 
of formulations for different colour systems (NCS, RAL, etc.)  
and shades.

The tinting laboratory is equipped with different instruments, 
spectrophotometers, light chambers and the respective 
software in accordance with the latest colour matrix standards. 

The technical team (trained by and closely connected with the 
Helios Tinting Department) provides advice about the mixing 
equipment (dispensers, shakers and gyroscopic mixers) and 
takes care of software updates and machine maintenance.

WE ARE AT 
YOUR DISPOSAL 
AND READY TO 
MOVE FORWARD 
TOGETHER  
WITH YOU.
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Helios TBLUS, d.o.o.
Količevo 65, 1230 Domžale, Slovenia
T +386 1 722 40 00
E info@helios.si
www.helios-industrialcoatings.com

Visit our YouTube channel! 
Helios Industrial Product Solutions


